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1. INTRODUCTION
The aim of this article is to describe an algorithm for calculating the
homology of groups. The algorithm is based on the description, given in
w x5 , of a resolution which in theory enables the computation of the
homology of a group. In this article, we will describe a concrete approach
to this algorithm.
w xIn 5 a procedure is described which, for a finite rewriting system of a
group G, or even a monoid, yields a free resolution of Z by ZG-modules.
w xSuch resolutions were first described by Anick in 1 . Independently of
Anick's work, and unaware of the connection, Squier showed how to find
w xthe first few terms of a related resolution in 7 . The author then produced
w xa full resolution, agreeing with that of Squier in the first few terms, in 5 .
Further resolutions, based on the work of Anick, were also given by
w x w x w xKobayashi in 6 and by K. S. Brown in 3 . The approach described in 6
w xhas been implemented by Buchheit in 4 .
A common thread to all of these is the difficulty of explicitly computing
the differential of the resolution. After briefly recalling the resolution of
w x5 we shall describe an algorithm for computing the differentials in that
resolution.
We briefly describe the resolution in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe
the technical results required to implement the algorithm inherent in the
resolution. In Sections 4 and 5 we give proofs for the results used in
Section 3.
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2. A RESOLUTION FOR GROUPS WITH A
REWRITING SYSTEM
2.1. Rewriting Systems
Let X be a set. The free monoid on this set will be denoted by X U. A
rewriting system on the set X consists of a subset R : X U = X U. Thus R
defines a congruence ; in X U. We shall say that the rewriting system RR
presents the quotient monoid X Ur; . If a, b g X U , then we shall sayR
that a ª b if a s b or there is a sequence a s c , . . . , c s b with each1 n
R
 .  .pair c , c of the form c s ul¨ , c s ur¨ , and l, r g R. We say thati iq1 i iq1
a g X U is irreducible if there is no b with b / a and a ª b. We say that R
R
is complete if there are no infinite chains a ª a ª a ª ??? with a /1 2 3 i
R R R
a and if, for all a g X U , there is a unique irreducible b with eitheriq1
a s b or a ª b. Colloquially speaking, a complete system enables each
R
word representing an element of the monoid presented by the system to be
reduced to a unique irreducible word representing the same monoid
element. We shall here consider only complete rewriting systems.
It will also be convenient to assume that our rewriting system is
 .minimal, or reduced, in the sense that, if l, r g R then r is irreducible
 .  .and if l , r , l , r g R then l is not a subword of l . For any rewriting1 2 1 2
system there is a minimal one such that the congruences defined by the
 w x.two systems are the same see Theorem 2.4 of Squier 7 .
 .Associated with the rewriting system R is a directed graph G R . The
 . U  .vertices of G R are the elements of X and the edges of G R are all
 . U  .possible pairs of vertices ul¨ , ur¨ with u, ¨ g X and l, r g R.
The resolution we are about to describe relies on a complete rewriting
system for a monoid. The complex can be described without the assump-
.tion of completeness but its exactness requires completeness. We have
attempted to make our description of the construction self-contained, but
w xhave also made it short since a very similar construction is available in 5 .
We refer the reader wanting a more detailed description, or details of
w xproofs, to 5 .
2.2. Cubes
For a natural number n, let 2n denote the set of all subsets of
 4 nn s 1, . . . , n . We can regard 2 as a directed graph with vertices the
 .  4subsets of n and edges the pairs S, T where T s S j x with x f S. An
 .n-cube in G R is a map
r : 2n ª G R .
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of directed graphs. By this we mean that each vertex of 2n is associated to
 . na vertex of G R and each edge of 2 is associated to a directed path in
 . nG R in such a way that the initial and terminal vertices of the edge in 2
 .correspond to the initial and terminal vertices of the path in G R .
Observe that if p is a permutation of n, then p induces a permutation
of 2n which, with some abuse of notation, we shall also denote by p . If r
is an n-cube, then r (p also defines an n-cube which we refer to as a
permutation of r.
Observe that a 0-cube simply corresponds to an element of X U and a
 .1-cube corresponds to a path in G R .
2.3. Faces of Cubes
Given a cube, there is a natural way to define its boundary. Since this
will be of great importance in the next section, we describe this in full
detail. We stress, however, that the technical detail given here simply gives
expression to the natural geometric definition of the boundary of an
 .n-cube as a signed sum, with 2n summands, of n y 1 -cubes.
 4For each i g n, let t denote the function t : 1, . . . , n y 1 ª n giveni i
by
k if k - i
t k s .i  k q 1 if k G i .
Let r be an n-cube. Define ``face cubes'' of r as follows. The upper face
cube rq is defined on vertices byi
rqs r (ti i
and on edges by extension of the definition on vertices. The lower face
cube ry is defined on vertices byi
y  4r S s r t S j i .  . .i i
and on edges as before.
The definition of the boundary of r should then be
n n
i iq1q yy1 r q y1 r . .  . i i
is1 is1
To interpret this, we need to be able to add cubes. We can do this,
temporarily, by forming, for each n, a free abelian group with basis the
n-cubes. We shall set up the necessary structure below to make this more
.precise, but the context will be somewhat altered.
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2.4. Products of Cubes
If s is a k-cube and t is an l-cube with n s k q l, then we can define a
product n-cube r s s = t as follows. If S : n then set S s S j S with1 2
 4S : 1, . . . , l and S s S_S . Then define1 2 1
r S s s S t S y k , .  .  .1 2
 4  4where S y k s a y k : a g S : 1, . . . , l .2 2
The definition on edges is similar and can be seen in detail in Section 2.4
w xof 5 . Observe that this still makes sense when k or l is zero; in fact, when
k and l are both zero, it coincides with the multiplication in X U.
2.5. Stars
We will frequently be interested only in the ``top'' of the cube; that is,
the word associated with the empty set in 2n and the edges emanating
from the empty set. Thus, an n-star consists of a word w g X U together
with n pairs of the form
u l ¨ , u r ¨ i s 1, . . . , n 2.1 .  .  .i i i i i i
 .with l , r g R, or with l s r , and with w s u l ¨ for each i. We shalli i i i i i i
suppose that, in an n-star, these edges have been ordered so that
u is a prefix of u . 2.2 .i iq1
w xIf we denote each edge by e , we can denote the n-star by w; e , . . . , e .i 1 n
w xObserve that an n-star w; e , . . . , e describes n ways to do a single1 n
R-replacement on w including, possibly, the empty replacement which
.leaves w fixed . We shall say that a star is degenerate if any of its
constituent edges is empty.
Thus 0-stars and non-degenerate 1-stars can be identified, respectively,
 .with vertices and edges in G R .
The definition of the product of cubes leads to a corresponding product
w x w xof stars. If w ; e , . . . , e and w ; e , . . . , e are stars, then define1 1 k 2 kq1 n
w x w xw ; e , . . . , e ? w ; e , . . . , e1 1 k 2 kq1 n
w xs w w ; e w , . . . , e w , w e , . . . , w e .1 2 1 2 k 2 1 kq1 1 n
It is easily verified that any star can be uniquely written as a product of
stars which are ``indecomposable.''
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2.6. Canonical Cubes
To each n-star we can associate an n-cube so that the neighbourhood of
the empty set in the n-cube resembles the n-star. We follow the treatment
w x w xin Section 2.4 of 5 . Suppose, firstly, that the star r s w; e , . . . , e is1 n
indecomposable. Let the edge e involve the application of a rule for whichi
 .  .the left hand side is the subword of w occupying positions o i , . . . , t i .
 4Suppose S s i , . . . , i : n with i - i ??? - i . Now choose k s1 m 1 2 m 1
0, k , . . . , k s m so that2 l
t i G o i for k - j - k and .  .j jq1 p pq1
t i - o i for 1 - p - l. .  .k k q1p p
 4Thus k , . . . , k mark the largest ``overlapping blocks'' of subwords of w1 l
which correspond to edges e with i g S. Leti
w s a u a u . . . u a1 1 2 2 ly1 l
 .  .with u occupying positions o i . . . t i in w.p k q1 kp pq1
We begin the definition of an n-cube s by setting, for each S : n,
s S s a u a u ??? u a , . 1 1 2 2 ly1 l
Uwhere u is the irreducible word in X which is equivalent to u .i i
 .Define the edges of the cube s as follows. The edge from w s s B to
 4.s i is just the edge e . If S is not empty and x f S then the edge fromi
 .   4.s S to s S j x is defined by taking a ``left-preferred'' path between
 .the two vertices of G R . That is, whenever there is a choice of edges
  4.which begin a path to s S j x , take the one which involves reduction of
the left-most subword of the current vertex. We refer to cubes obtained
from stars in this way as canonical.
Observe that if two cubes have the same vertices and have ``left-pre-
ferred paths'' in this way, then we can equate them. This will be relevant
not only to these canonical cubes but also to cubes obtained from them,
such as their faces.
If the n-star is decomposable, then write it as a product of indecompos-
able stars and associate with it the cube which is the product of the
canonical cubes of the indecomposable factors.
Conversely, with an n-cube we can associate an n-star. Firstly, there will
be some permutation p of n, so that r (p is a cube with its set of edges
 .  .emanating from r B in the order described in 2.2 . By listing the word
 .associated with the empty subset of n together with the first edge if any
of the paths leading to each singleton set, we can then associate an n-star
with this cube r. The sign of the permutation p is also called the sign of
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the cube r. Where both odd and even permutations can have the required
effect, we assign the sign of r arbitrarily; its value will then not be
important.
We shall say that a cube r is degenerate if one of the edges leading from
 .r B is an empty edge.
We say that an n-star s is critical if it is indecomposable and if no edge
is empty and no edge is repeated. A critical 0-star corresponds to a
generator and a critical 1-star to a rule of R. A critical 2-star is more
commonly called a critical pair.
2.7. The Resolution
Let K be a commutative ring with unity and G a monoid presented by a
complete rewriting system R. Let P be the free cyclic KG-module andy1
for n G 0 let P denote the free KG-module generated by all of then
w xcritical n-stars. Let e denote the augmentation map. It is shown in 5 that
it is possible to define KG-homomorphisms d so that the complexi
d d dn ny1 0 e6 6 6 6
??? P P ??? P Kn ny1 y1
is exact and hence provides a KG-free resolution of K. Observe that there
is a dimension change by y1 from the usual numbering of the terms of a
resolution.
Our approach here will be slightly different. We will describe in the next
section a precise algorithmic method for finding the differentials. It clearly
suffices to define d on the generators of the free module P , that is, onn n
the critical n-stars. With each critical n-star, we associate the canonical
cube. This cube, in turn, has a natural boundary which is a signed sum of
 .n y 1 -cubes, as in Subsection 2.3. The problem arises in the fact that
 .these n y 1 -cubes will not themselves be critical. The solution is to
 .  .describe a method for ``covering'' n y 1 -cubes with critical n y 1 -cubes.
 .A covering of an n y 1 -cube is an expression for the cube as a signed
sum of critical cubes of the same dimension so that the boundary of the
original cube coincides with the signed sum of the boundaries of the
critical cubes.
The technical detail of this is described in the next section.
3. COVERINGS OF CUBES
The aim of this section will be to describe what is meant by a ``covering''
of an n-cube and to show how to calculate this covering. This enables a
definition of the differential. Our description will state, but not prove, two
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central technical results which are necessary for this description. The proof
of these results will be deferred to Sections 4 and 5. Because the cubes we
wish in practice to cover arise as faces of canonical cubes and therefore
have ``left-preferred'' edges, we shall assume throughout that our cubes
have left-preferred edges. We recall that this means that we can equate
cubes by equating their vertices.
We make some conventions for the following discussion. If a is an
n-star then write a s w ) b )w with w g X U and the length of each w1 2 i i
as great as possible. If b is critical, then define the image of a in P to ben
w b where w is the image of w in G. If b is not critical, so that it has an1 1 1
empty edge or has a repeated edge or is a non-trivial product, then we
define the image of a in P to be 0. This agrees with the usage in Sectionn
w x U3.1 of 5 . If r is an arbitrary cube, then r will denote the element of Pn
which is the image of the star of r.
We define an order on X U by w F w if w is a prefix of an1 2 1
R-reduction of w . It is easily checked that this is a well-founded partial2
order on X U which satisfies uw F uw whenever w F w . Observe that1 2 1 2
P has a natural K-basis consisting of elements of G-translates of n-starsn
w xof the form g w; e , . . . , e . We compare two such elements via1 n
w x w xg ¨ ; e , . . . , e F h w ; f , . . . , f if g¨ F hw.1 m 1 n
We make sense of this definition by identifying elements of G with the
U . Ucorresponding irreducible element of X . By regarding elements of X
as translates of the empty star, this ordering includes the order on X U.
Let C be a function which, for each n, assigns to each n-cube r a finite
 . Uset of canonical n-cubes r and a corresponding element C r s  r ofi i i
P . If r is a cube, definen
iq1 eD r s e y1 C r . .  .  . i
ign , es"
Then C is called a co¨ering map if it satisfies the following:
 .  .  .1 D r s  D r ;i i
 .2 if r is non-degenerate, then exactly one r is a permutation ofi
the canonical cube of r ; for all other r , we have rU - rU ;j j
 . U U3 in all cases, r F r ;j
 .  .  . U4 a if r is a canonical cube with critical star then C r s r ;
 .  .  .b if D r s 0 then C r s 0;
 .  .  .c if r s w )t )w then C r s w C t ;1 2 1
 .  .d if r s t (p with p a permutation, then C r s
 .  .sign p C t .
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Suppose that we know that a covering exists in fact, for the discussion
 .of the remainder of this section it will suffice to assume only properties 1
 ..to 3 . We can define the differential d byn
d rU s D r .  .n
for r a canonical cube with critical star. It then follows that, for any
 . Un-cube r with C r s  r ,i i
d C r s d rU s d rU s D r s D r , .  .  .  . .   n n i n i i /
i i i
 .where we have used property 1 above. It then follows that
d (d rU s d D r .  . .ny1 n ny1
iq1 es d e y1 C r .  .ny1 i /
ign , es"
iq1 es e y1 d C r .  . . ny1 i
ign , es"
iq1 es e y1 D r .  . i
ign , es"
hiq1 jq1 es e y1 h y1 r . .  .  .  ji
ign , es" jgnI1 , hs"
w xIt now follows from Corollary 2.2 of 5 that d (d is zero.ny1 n
w xThe exactness of the complex follows very much as in 5 . Observe that,
 .  .using properties 2 and 3 , Lemma 3.2 holds as before and that the proof
of ``Inductive Hypothesis II,'' that is, of the exactness, relies only on
Lemma 3.2.
Thus, if we can find a covering then we can produce a resolution.
We say something here about the initial cases of the resolution. Here
the resolution coincides, after suitable identification and a dimension shift,
 w xwith the ``classical'' Lyndon resolution see, for example, 7 or Exercise 3
w x. Uof Section 2.5 of 2 . Recall that a 0-cube is an element of X and a
 .1-cube is a path in G R . Also a critical 0-star corresponds to an element
of X and a critical 1-star to an element of R. The covering of a 0-cube w
is then defined to be the Fox derivative see, for example, Exercise 3 of
w x.  .Chapter 2 of 2 of w. The value of d a , for a a 1-star, is then the1
 .difference of the Fox derivatives of its two vertices. It is easily seen that
w xthis agrees with the differential given in 2 ; but recall the dimension shift
applied here. Finally, suppose that a 1-cube is described by a series of
applications of rules as
u l ¨ ª u r ¨ s u l ¨ ª u r ¨ ª ??? ª u r ¨ ,1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 k k k
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 .where l , r denotes an element of R, and so a basis element of P . Theni i 1
the cover of this cube is defined to be the element of P1
k
u l , r . . i i i
is1
Thus the ``cover'' of a path is, roughly speaking, the weighted sum of the
.edges; this motivates the later and more complex definitions of covering.
This cover will be used in the definition of d and it is easily checked that2
w xthe definition given here coincides with that given by Squier in 7 .
The core of this paper concerns the details of how to define this
covering in general. We will find for each n-cube r, either a natural
definition of the cover, or else a set r , . . . , r of n-cubes so that1 k
D r s D r . .  . i
i
We will call such an expression a decomposition of r ; it will be useful only
if the r are in some inductive sense ``smaller'' than r. We can theni
 .  .  .inductively assume that the C r are defined and define C r s  C r .i i
 .Property 1 above is then clearly preserved and the remaining properties
will follow from the definition of the r in terms of r.i
To make this notion of ``smaller'' more precise, we shall say that if r
 .  .and s are n-cubes, then r G s if r S ª s S for all S : n; in this case,
R
we shall also say that r dominates s .
The decomposition splits into two cases, dependent on whether the cube
is degenerate or not.
3.1. Decomposing Non-degenerate Cubes
A non-degenerate cube r has a star that consists of non-empty edges.
This star has, in turn, a canonical cube c . We use this as a first step in
finding a covering for r.
 .Suppose that r and c are arbitrary n-cubes which satisfy the following
 .  .  .1 r B s c B ;
 .  .  .  .  .2 for i g n, c i lies on the default path from r B to r i ;
 .  .  .3 for any S : n, r S F c S .
 .Denote by L r, c the cube defined byi
r S if i g S .
L r , c S s .  .i   4c S j i if i f S. .
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 4Observe that if T s S j j with j f S, then
¡  4r S j j if i g S .
~  4r S j j if i f S, j s iL r , c T s  . .  .i ¢  4  4c S j j j i if i f S, j / i . .
 . .  . . Thus, in each case, L r, c T G L r, c S the middle case usesi i
 . .  .property 3 above . So the cube L r, c can be completed with defaulti
paths.
That this process yields a decomposition of the cube r follows from the
following proposition. The proof is highly technical and will be deferred
until Section 4.
PROPOSITION 3.1.
n
D r s D c q D L r , c . 3.1 .  .  .  . . j
js1
We will use this in the case, described above, that r is a non-degenerate
cube and c is the canonical cube of the star of r. Thus this star is the first
element chosen in the covering of r. It is easy to see that
L r , c B s c i - c B s r B . .  .  .  .  .i
3.2. Decomposing Degenerate Cubes
Let r denote a degenerate cube. For simplicity we shall assume that
 .  4.r B s r 1 . Clearly this can always be achieved by replacing r by a
suitable permutation.
We define two classes of cubes as follows. For S : n, and i - j g n,
define maps m , m ; n ª n byi i j
k if k - i¡~k q 1 if i F k - jm k s .i j ¢k if k G j
 .and m s m . Define, for i s 2, . . . , n, an n-cube D r byi 1 i i
 4r m S if S : 1, . . . , i y 1 . .i
D r S s .  .i   4r m S j 1 otherwise. . .i
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 .Also, for 2 F i - j F n, define an n-cube Q r byi j
 4  4r m S j i if S : 1, . . . , j y 1 . .i j
Q r S s .  .i j   4r m S j 1, i otherwise. . .i j
The proposed decomposition of a degenerate cube is then contained in
the following proposition.
 . n  . iq1   ..PROPOSITION 3.2. D r s  y1 D D r q is2 i 1 - i- jF n
 . iq jq1   ..y1 D Q r .i j
This time, it is not clear that the process of recursive decomposition will
terminate. In fact, without further restriction, it is quite possible that one
of the cubes into which r is decomposed could be equal to r. It is
possible, however, by applying the decomposition algorithm to a suitable
permutation of r, to ensure that this does not happen and that the
decomposition process terminates. A proof of this is given in Subsection
3.4.
3.3. Some Cubes with Zero Boundary
We will define two classes of cubes r where we can ensure that
 .  .D r s 0 and so define C r s 0.
DEFINITION 1. Let r be an n-cube with default edges.
 .1 We shall say that r is generically degenerate if there is i g n such
 .   4.that r S s r S j i for all S : n.
 .2 We shall say that r is generically doubled if there are i, j g n
  4.   4.such that r S j i s r S j j for all S : n.
The point of insisting that our cube has default edges in this definition is
 .  4.  4.  4.to ensure, for example, that if r B s r 1 and r 2 s r 1, 2 then
 .  4.  4.  4.the path from r B to r 2 coincides with that from r 1 to r 1, 2 .
 .  .Note that, in particular, if r is generally degenerate at i then r i s r B
 .  .and if r is generically doubled at i, j then r i s r j . But these latter
conditions are not sufficient to guarantee that the cube has zero covering.
We leave the reader to produce the simple two-dimensional examples
needed to demonstrate this.
LEMMA 3.1. If the n-cube r is either generically degenerate or generically
 .doubled then D r s 0.
 .Proof. We shall use induction on n and suppose that any n y 1 -cube
t which is either generically degenerate or generically doubled satisfies
 .D r s 0.
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Suppose first that r is generically degenerate at i. Then, if k / i, r e isk
 e .generically degenerate at i if i - k and at i y 1 if k - i. Thus C r s 0k
 .  . iq1  q.  y..in these cases and so D r s y1 C r y C r . But, for S : n,i i
q  4 yr S s r t S s r t S j i s r S . .  .  .  . .  .i i i i
The middle inequality holds here since r is generically degenerate at i.
We have shown that the vertices of rq coincide with those of ry; ouri i
assumption of default edges ensures that the edges also coincide. Thus
q y  .r s r and so D r s 0 as required.i i
Suppose now that r is generically doubled at i - j. Then, whenever
k / i, j, r e is also generically doubled at i, j if k - i, at i y 1, j ifk
i - k - j and at i y 1, j y 1 if j - k. So we can inductively suppose that
 e .  .C r s 0 if k / i, j. Let p denote the permutation i, . . . , j y 1 . Thenk
we claim that
r e s r e (p .i j
This follows from the fact that the function t (p coincides with t exceptj i
 .  .that t (p j y 1 s i whereas t j y 1 s j.j i
It follows that
iq1 jq1q qD r s y1 C r q y1 C r .  .  . .  .i j
iq1 jq1y yy y1 C r y y1 C r .  . .  .i j
iq1 jq1q qs y1 C r q sign p y1 C r .  .  . .  .i i
iq1 jq1y yy y1 C r y sign p y1 C r .  .  . .  .i i
s 0
iy jq1 .  .as sign p s y1 .
3.4. Termination of Degenerate Decomposition
We will briefly discuss the overall termination of the decomposition
process in the next section. With the exception of the problems to be
discussed here, it is relatively straightforward. There is a problem, how-
ever, with the decomposition process for a degenerate cube. It is far from
clear that this part of the process will eventually terminate and it is, in fact,
possible that one of the ``factors'' is equal to the original and so the
process is in this case potentially useless.
In fact, with a minor rearrangement of the process, we can guarantee
that the factors of the decomposition are less than the original and so that
the whole decomposition process eventually terminates. We need to make
the following supposition.
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If S is a t-element subset of n and if r S s r B .  .
3.2 . 4then r 1, . . . , t s r B . . .
We have already made a start on such an assumption by describing a
 4.  .decomposition only for degenerate cubes which satisfy r 1 s r B . A
suitable permutation of an arbitrary degenerate cube will certainly satisfy
the property above.
In order to show that decompositions of cubes satisfying this condition
have smaller factors, we also make some alteration to the description of
the factors. Define permutations of the cubes D and Q as follows. Let pi i j i
 .  .be the cyclic permutation 1, . . . , i and let p be the cycle i, . . . , j . Theni j
set
D
X r s D r (py1 and QX r s Q r (py1 . .  .  .  .i i i i j i j i j
Since the ``primed'' versions of the D and Q are simply permutations ofi i j
the original, the decomposition will go through as before, but with differ-
ent signs.
The advantage of this variation, however, is that we now have
¡  4r S if S : 2, . . . , i .
X ~  4r S j i if 1 g S .D r S s 3.3 .  .  .i ¢  4r S j 1 otherwise, .
¡  4  4  4r S j i if S : 1, . . . , j _ i .
X ~  4r S j 1, j if i g SQ r S s 3.4 . .  .  .i j ¢  4r S j 1, i otherwise. .
Thus
D
X r S F r S and QX r S F r S .  .  .  .  .  .i i j
for all subsets S of n. Thus the cube dominates all terms in this variation
of the decomposition. Since one decomposition can easily be transformed
into the other, it clearly suffices to show that the varied decomposition
terminates.
Termination will follow if we can show that the cube strictly dominates
every term in its decomposition or, equivalently, r is equal to none of the
X  . X  .terms D r or Q r . Clearly it will suffice to assume that r is noti i j
generically degenerate.
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that r is a degenerate cube with default edges which
 .is not generically degenerate. Suppose that 3.2 is satisfied. Then
 . X  .1 D r / r, for any i;i
 . X  .2 Q r / r, for any i, j.i j
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 . X  .Proof. 1 Suppose that r s D r . We will prove, by induction on t,i
 4.  .that r 1, . . . , t s r B for all t s 1, . . . , i. This is by assumption for
t s 1 so assume it for some t - i. Then
 4 X  4  4r B s r 1, . . . , t s D r 1, . . . , t s r 1, . . . , t , i . .  . .  .  .i
 4.  .But the assumption now shows that r 1, . . . , t q 1 s r B , completing
 4.  .the induction step. Hence r 1, . . . , i s r B .
 4If S ­ 2, . . . , i then
X  4r S s D r S F r S j 1 F r S . .  .  .  . .i
 .   4.Thus, in this case, r S s r S j 1 .
 4  .   4.  .  .But, if S : 2, . . . , i then r S s r S j 1 s r B . Thus again r S
  4.s r S j 1 and r is degenerate at 1, contrary to supposition.
 . X  . .   4.2 Observe that Q r S F r S j i for all S. Thus, if r si j
X  .Q r , theni j
X  4r S s Q r S F r S j i F r S .  .  .  . .i j
 .   4.and so r S s r S j i for all S, contradicting the assumption that r is
not generically degenerate.
3.5. Summary of the Algorithm for Calculating Boundaries
We summarise the results of this section by giving a brief description of
the algorithm for calculating the boundaries. The algorithm is recursive
and so it is important to also check that it eventually stops. We shall
suppose, as previously, that the necessary differentials and covers have all
been calculated in lower dimensions.
We start with an n-star a of which we wish to calculate the boundary.
 .1 Calculate the canonical cube r of a .
 . e2 Calculate the cubes r in the boundary expression for r.i
 . eThe algorithm now amounts to calculating a cover C t for each t s r .i
 .  .3 Check to see if C t is easily calculable;
 .a Is t canonical, or a permutation of a canonical cube? If so,
 .then C t is the star of t multiplied by the sign of t .
 .b Is t generically degenerate or generically doubled? If so, then
 .C t s 0.
 .c Is t a product of two cubes of dimension at least 1? If so, then
 .C t s 0.
 . Ud Is t s w )c )w for some 1 / w g X and n-cube c ? If so,1 2 i
 .  .then C t s w C c .1
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 .4 Is t non-degenerate? If so, then apply the decomposition de-
 .scribed in Subsection 3.1 and return to 3 with the cubes so obtained.
 .5 Is t degenerate? If so, then re-order the vertices so that the
 .condition 3.2 holds. Then apply the decomposition described in Subsec-
 .tion 3.2 and return to 3 with the cubes so obtained.
 .  .To see that the process described in steps 3 ] 5 does indeed terminate,
observe that, at each step, either the process terminates by calculating the
cover for the cube or the cube t is replaced by cubes s which are lesser in
the following sense: s dominates t and at least one vertex of s is strictly
greater than the corresponding vertex of t .
Because of the Noetherian nature of the rewriting process, the algo-
rithm must eventually terminate.
4. PROOFS
This section and the next are largely concerned with the technical detail
of the proofs of the two propositions deferred from Section 3. For each
proposition we will state lemmas, concerning identities between cubes or
triviality of cubes, and deduce the proof from these lemmas. The proof of
the lemmas is further deferred to Section 5.
4.1. Proof of Proposition 3.1
PROPOSITION 3.1.
n
D r s D c q D L r , c . 4.1 .  .  .  . . j
js1
As usual, we shall prove this by induction on n. The case where n s 1 is
trivial and it is instructive to draw a picture to verify the cases n s 2 and
.n s 3 .
We begin with a reformulation and an application of the inductive
 .  .hypothesis. The definition of D y turns 4.1 into
iq1 iq1e ee y1 C r s e y1 C c .  . .  . i i
ign , es" ign , es"
n
eiq1q e y1 C L r , c . .  . .   /j i /
js1 ign , es"
4.2 .
Observe further that, for each i, the cubes rq and cq inherit thei i
conditions demanded of r and c . The inductive hypothesis therefore
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yields that
ny1
q q q qC r s C c q C L r , c . 4.3 . .  .  . .i i j i i
js1
 .  . qSubstituting 4.3 into Eq. 4.2 and observing that c then occurs on bothi
sides of the equation, we are left with the problem of showing
ny1
i iq1y q qy1 C r q y1 C L r , c .  . .  . .  i j i i /ign ign js1
n
ei iq1ys y1 C c q e y1 C L r , c . .  .  . .    /ii j /
ign js1 ign , es"
4.4 .
We will accomplish this via a lemma which includes the basic technical
detail.
 .  .q yLEMMA 4.1. 1 For i s 1, . . . , n, L r, c s c ;i i i
 .  .q  q q.2 for j - i, L r, c s L r , c ;j i j i i
 .  .q  q q.3 for j ) i, L r, c s L r , c ;j i jy1 i i
 .  .y y4 for i s 1, . . . , n, L r, c s r ;i i i
 .  .y  .y y15 for i - j, L r, c s L r, c (p where p is the permuta-i j j i
 .tion i, . . . , j y 1 .
We defer the proof of this to Section 5 and continue with the proof of
Proposition 3.1.
 . i  y.  .The terms y1 C r on the left of 4.4 cancel with the termsi
 . iq1   .y.  .  .y y1 C L r, c on the right by 4 of Lemma 4.1. Combining 2i i
 .and 3 of Lemma 4.1, we can see that the set of all terms
 . iq1   q q..  .y1 C L r , c on the left of 4.4 cancel with the set of thosej i i
 . iq1   ..qterms q y1 C L r, c on the right which satisfy i / j. The termsj i
 . iq1   ..q  .q y1 C L r, c in the second summand on the right of 4.4i i
 . i  y.   . .cancel with the terms y1 C c also on the right by 1 of Lemma 4.1 .i
 . iq1   .y.This leaves the terms y y1 C L r, c with i / j on the right.j i
 .y  .yBut our assumption ensures that, because L r, c s L r, c (p ,i j j i
y y y . iyjq1sign pC L r , c s y1 C L r , c s y1 C L r , c . .  .  .  .  . .j  /  /i ii j j
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Thus, if i / j,
y yiq1 jq1y y1 C L r , c q y1 y1 C L r , c .  .  .  .  . .j  /ii j
yiq1 iyjq1s y y1 y1 C L r , c .  .  . /ij
yjq1q y1 y1 C L r , c s 0. .  .  . /ij
 .Thus the remaining terms in Eq. 4.4 also cancel and the proof of equality
is complete.
4.2. Proof of Proposition 3.2
 . n  . iq1   ..  . iq jq1PROPOSITION 3.2. D r s y1 D D r q y1is2 i 1- i- jF n
  ..D Q r .i j
Recall that we are assuming in this proposition that the cube r is
 .  4.degenerate with r B s r 1 .
As in the previous section, we shall use induction on n and we leave the
 .reader to verify the trivial case of n s 1. The case n s 2 is only slightly
less trivial, involving renaming rather than genuine decomposition. It may
be instructive to sketch the case n s 3.
 .When we use the definition of D y , the equation of Proposition 3.2
becomes
iq1 ee y1 C r .  . i
ign , es"
n
eiq1 jq1s e y1 y1 C D r .  .  . .   /ji /
is2 jgn , es"
eiqjq1 kq1q e y1 y1 C Q r . 4.5 .  .  .  . .  /i j k
1-i-jFn , 1FkFn , es"
If i ) 1, then rq is degenerate withi
q  4  4  4 qr 1 s r t 1 s r 1 s r B s r B . .  . .  .  . .i i i
Thus we can assume that the equation of Proposition 3.2 holds for such
rq; that is, that for each i s 2, . . . , n,i
ny1
jq1q qC r s y1 C D r . .  . .i j i
js2
jqkq1 qq y1 C Q r . .  . . jk i
1-j-kFny1
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 .Inserting this into 4.5 , we shall need to prove that
ny1
iq1 jq1 qy1 y1 C D r .  .  . .  j i /is2, . . . , n js2
iq1 jqkq1 qq y1 y1 C Q r .  .  . .  jk i /
ign 1-j-kFny1
iq yq r q y1 r .1 i
ign
n
eiq1 jq1s e y1 y1 C D r .  .  . .   /ji /
is2 jgn , es"
eiqjq1 kq1q e y1 y1 C Q r . 4.6 .  .  .  . .  /i j k
1-i-jFn , 1FkFn , es"
The proof proceeds via four technical lemmas and again we defer the
proof of these to Section 5.
LEMMA 4.2.
¡ qD r if i - j; a . .i j
qD r if i ) j q 1; b . .iy1 jq1
q
q D r if i s j - n; c .  .iiq1~D r s . ji q
D r if i s j q 1 ) 2; d .  .iy1iy1
qr if i s j s n; e .1
y¢r if i s 2, j s 1. f .1
LEMMA 4.3.
¡ qQ r if j - k F n; a . .i j k
qQ r if i - k - j y 1; b . .i , jy1 kq1
qQ r if 1 - k - i; c . .iy1, jy1 k
qQ r if k s i - j y 1; d . .i , jy1 iq1q ~Q r s . qki j Q r if k s j - n; e .  .ji , jq1
y y1D r (p if k s i s j y 1; f .  . .i iy1
yr if k s j s n; g .i
y¢ D r if k s 1. h .  . .j iy1
 .  4The symbol p in f abo¨e denotes the permutation of 1, . . . n y 1 repre-
  ..sented by the cycle 12 . . . i y 1 .
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LEMMA 4.4. If k - i then
y y
Q r s Q r . .  .k iy1i , j k , j
 .   .y.LEMMA 4.5. 1 If i F j then D D r s 0;i j
 .   .y.2 if k G j y 1 then D Q r s 0;i j k
 .   .y.3 for all i - j, D Q r s 0.i j 1
We now turn to showing that Lemmas 4.2]4.5 imply the truth of
 .Eq. 4.6 .
 . iq jq2   .q.Observe that y1 C D r occurs as a term on the right-handi j
 .side of 4.6 with 2 - i F n and 1 F j F n. The terms where i s j - n
 .  .cancel with the terms where i s j q 1 ) 2 by c and d of Lemma 4.2.
 q.The term with i s j s n cancels with C r and the term with i s 2, j s 11
 y.  .  .cancels with yC r by e , f of Lemma 4.2. The terms with i - j cancel1
 . iq jq2   q..  .  .  .with the terms y1 C D r on the left of 4.6 , by a and b ofi j
Lemma 4.2 and the terms with i ) j q 1 cancel with the terms
 . iq jq2   q ..y1 C D r on the left of the equation. It is easily verifiediy1 jq1
  .q.  .that all of the terms C D r on the left of 4.6 are accounted for ini j
this way.
 .This reduces the problem of proving Eq. 4.6 to that of proving
n
iq1 jqkq1 iq yy1 y1 C Q r q y1 r .  .  . . .  jk i i /
ign 1-j-kFny1 is2
n yi jq1s y1 y1 C D r .  .  . .   /j i /
js2 ign
eiqjq1 kq1q e y1 y1 C Q r . 4.7 .  .  .  . .  /i j k
1-i-jFn , 1FkFn , es"
It is clear from the arrangement of Lemma 4.3 that each term of the
 . iq jqkq2   .q.  .form y1 C u r on the right hand side of 4.7 , with thei j k
possible exception of the case where k s i s j y 1, will cancel either with
a term on the left hand side or else with a term of the same general type
 .   .q.on the right hand side. Observe that e implies that the terms C u ri, j j
  .q.cancel with the terms C u r . For the exceptional case, note that,i, jq1 j
 .using f of Lemma 4.3,
yq3 iq1 3 iq1y1 C Q r s y1 sign p C D r .  .  .  .  . . .  .ii , iq1 i iy1
y3 iq1 is y1 y1 C D r .  .  . . .i iy1
y .iq iy1 q2s y y1 y1 C D r . .  .  . . .i iy1
Thus these terms, both on the right hand side, will cancel.
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  q..We also claim that all terms of the form C Q r on the right handi, j k
 .  .side of 4.7 are cancelled in this way. If k ) j then this follows from a of
 .Lemma 4.3. If i q 1 - k F j then it follows from b of Lemma 4.3. If
 .k s i q 1 then it follows from d of 4.3 and if k F i then it follows from
 .c .
After extracting the further terms we have shown can be cancelled, we
are now left with the problem of proving the equation
yi jq10 s y1 y1 C D r .  .  . .  /ji
2FiFjFn
yiqjqkq1q y1 C Q r . 4.8 .  .  . .  /i j k
1-i-jFn , 1FkFn
  ..y.  .The terms involving C D r are zero by a of Lemma 4.5. Similarlyi j
  ..y.the terms involving C Q r with k s 1 or k G j y 1 are zero. We arei j k
  ..y.therefore left with the terms involving C Q r with k - j y 1 andi j k
 .  .  .2 F k and 2 F i - j - n . The map i, j, k ª k, j, i y 1 is a bijection
between such triples having the extra condition k - i and those with the
extra condition i - k q 1. Clearly any such triple must satisfy exactly
one of these extra conditions. Thus the fact in Lemma 4.4 that
 . iqjqkq1   ..y.  .kqjq iy1.q1   ..y .y1 C Q r cancels with y1 C Q ri j k k j iy1
 .yields a complete cancellation of the remaining terms of Eq. 4.6 .
The proof of Proposition 3.2 is complete or, at least, dependent on the
.technical lemmas of the next section .
5. TECHNICAL PROOFS
This section consists entirely of proofs of results already stated. Recall
that we can show that cubes are equal by showing that their vertices
coincide. We shall use this, without further mention, throughout.
 .  .q yLEMMA 4.1. 1 For i s 1 . . . n, L r, c s c ;i i i
 .  .q  q q.2 for j - i, L r, c s L r , c ;j i j i i
 .  .q  q q.3 for j ) i, L r, c s L r , c ;j i jy1 i i
 .  .y y4 for i s 1 . . . n, L r, c s r ;i i i
 .  .y  .y y15 for i - j, L r, c s L r, c (p where p is the permuta-i j j i
 .tion i, . . . , j y 1 .
 .qProof. We begin by investigating L r, c . From the definition ofj i
boundaries we have
q
L r , c S s L r , c t S . .  .  .  . .ij j i
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Thus
r t S if j g t S .  . .q i i
L r , c S s .  .ij   4c t S j j if j f t S . .  . .i i
 .In the case that i s j, we know that i f t S . Thus only the second casei
above occurs and so
q y 4L r , c S s c t S j i s c S . .  .  .  . .ii i i
 . y  .Thus L r, c s c and the proof of 1 is complete.i i
We also have
rq S if j g S .iq qL r , c S s . .j i i q  4c S j j if j f S. .i
Thus,
r t S if j g S . .iq qL r , c S s . .j i i  c t S j t j if j f S. 4 .  . .i i
 .Observe now that, if j - i, then t j s j and j g S if and only ifi
 .  .q  q q.  .j g t S . Thus L r, c s L r , c and 2 follows.i j i j i i
 .  .If j ) i, then t j s j q 1 and j g S if and only if j q 1 g t S . Iti i
 .q  q q.  .follows easily that L r, c s L r , c and 3 follows.j i jy1 i i
We turn now to the proof of the last two parts of the lemma. Observe
that
 4  4r t S j j if i g t S j j .  . .j jy
L r , c S s .  .ji   4  4  4c t S j i j j if i f t S j j . .  . .j j
5.1 .
Thus if i s j, we have
 4  4r t S j i if i g t S j i .  . .y i i
L r , c S s .  .ii   4  4  4c t S j i j i if i f t S j i . .  . .i i
 .y yClearly only the first case above occurs and so L r, c s r .i i i
If i - j, we have
y y1L r , c p S .  . .ij
y1  4 y1  4r t p S j i if j g t p S j i .  . .  . .i is y1  4c t p S j i , j otherwise. . . .i
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y1 y1 .But the functions t (p and t agree except at i where t (p i s ji j i
 .  .  4  y1 ..  4and t i s i. Thus, i g t S j j exactly when j g t p S j i ; inj j i
 .  4fact either occurs when i g S. In this case we also have that t S j i sj
 y1 ..  4  .  4  y1 ..t p S j i . In any case, we have that t S j i, j s t p S ji j i
 4  .i, j . The proof of 5 follows.
LEMMA 4.2.
¡ qD r if i - j; a . .i j
qD r if i ) j q 1; b . .iy1 jq1
q
q D r if i s j - n; c .  .iiq1~D r s . ji q
D r if i s j q 1 ) 2; d .  .iy1iy1
qr if i s j s n; e .1
y¢r if i s 2, j s 1. f .1
 4Proof. Observe that, if S : 1, . . . , n y 1 ,
q
D r S s D r t S .  .  .  . .ji i j
¡  4r m t S if t S : 1, . . . , i y 1 .  . . .i j j~s¢  4r m t S j 1 otherwise. . . .i j
5.2 .
 .  4Thus, if i s j s n, then t S s S : 1, . . . , n y 1 and son
q
D r S s r m t S sr m S .  .  .  . .  . .nn n n n
s r S q 1 s r t S s rq S . .  .  . .1 1
 .  .  4This establishes e . If i s 2, j s 1 then t S ­ 1 when S is non-empty1
and so
q  4  4D r S s r m t S j 1 s r S q 1 j 1 .  .  .  . . . .12 2 1
 4 ys r t S j 1 s r S .  . .1 1
 .thus establishing f .
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 .  4If i s j - n, then we have, because t S : 1, . . . , i y 1 if and only ifi
 4S : 1, . . . , i y 1 ,
 4r m t S if t S : 1, . . . , i y 1 .  . . .q i i i
D r S s .  .ii   4r m t S j 1 otherwise . . .i i
 4r S q 1 if S : 1, . . . , i y 1 .
s   4r m t S j 1 otherwise. . . .i i
On the other hand,
 4r m t S if t S : 1, . . . , i .  . . .q iq1 i i
D r S s .  .iiq1   4r m t S j 1 otherwise . . .iq1 i
5.3 .
 4r S q 1 if S : 1, . . . , i y 1 .
s   4r m t S j 1 otherwise. . . .iq1 i
5.4 .
 .   ..   ..  . But, as i f t S , m t S s m t S s S q 1 and so c and of coursei i i iq1 i
 ..d is established.
Finally,
q  4r m S if S : 1, . . . , i y 1 . .j iqD r S s . .i j q  4r m S j 1 otherwise . .j i
¡  4r t m S if S : 1, . . . , i y 1 . . .j i~s¢  4r t m S j t 1 otherwise. .  . . .j i j
 4  .Suppose now that i - j. Then S : 1, . . . , i y 1 if and only if t S :j
 4  .   ..1, . . . , i y 1 . Also j ) 1 and so t 1 s 1. As is easily verified, t m Sj j i
  ..  .  .s m t S for any S. It follows from 5.2 and the above that a is true.i j
Suppose now that i ) j q 1; then i y 1 G j q 1 and
¡  4r t m S if S : 1, . . . , i y 2 . . .jq1 iy1q ~D r S s . .iy1 jq1 ¢r t m S j t 1 otherwise. .  . . .jq1 iy1 jq1
 4  .  4Since i ) j q 1 then S : 1, . . . , i y 2 if and only if t S : 1, . . . , i y 1 .j
 .  4   ..   ..Also t 1 s 1 . Finally, t m S s m t S for any S. Usingjq1 jq1 iy1 i j
 .  .these facts with 5.2 yields a proof of b .
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LEMMA 4.3.
¡ qQ r if j - k F n; a . .i j k
qQ r if i - k - j y 1; b . .i , jy1 kq1
qQ r if 1 - k - i; c . .iy1, jy1 k
qQ r if k s i - j y 1; d . .i , jy1 iq1q ~Q r s . qki j Q r if k s j - n; e .  .ji , jq1
y y1D r (p if k s i s j y 1; f .  . .i iy1
yr if k s j s n; g .i
y¢ D r if k s 1. h .  . .j iy1
 .  4The symbol p if f abo¨e denotes the permutation of 1, . . . , n y 1
  ..represented by the cycle 12 . . . i y 1 .
 4Proof. Observe firstly that if S : 1, . . . , n y 1 then
q
Q r S s Q t S .  .  . .ki j i j k
¡  4  4r m t S j i if t S : 1, . . . , jy1 .  . . .i j k k~s¢  4  4r m t S j i j 1 otherwise. . . .i j k
5.5 .
Also,
Q rq S . .i j k
q  4  4r m S j i if S : 1, . . . , j y 1 . .k i j
s q  4  4r m S j i j 1 otherwise . .k i j
¡  4  4r t m S j t i if S : 1, . . . , j y 1 .  . . .k i j k~s¢  4  4r t m S j t i j t 1 otherwise. .  .  . . .k i j k k
 .Suppose now that j - k and recall that i - j . Then m (t s t (m .i j k k i j
 .  4  4  4.Further, t S : 1, . . . , j y 1 if and only if S : 1, . . . , j y 1 and t 1k k
 4  4.  4  .s 1 and t i s i . Part a follows.k
 .Suppose that i - k - j y 1. Then m (t s t (m . Further, t Si j k kq1 i, jy1 k
 4  4  4.  4: 1, . . . , j y 1 if and only if S : 1, . . . , j y 2 and t 1 s 1 andk
 4.  4  .t i s i . Part b follows.k
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 .Suppose that 1 - k - i. Then m (t s t (m . Further, t S :i j k k iy1, jy1 k
 4  4  4.  4 1, . . . , j y 1 if and only if S : 1, . . . , j y 2 and t 1 s 1 and t i yk k
4.  4  .1 s i . Part c follows.
 .Suppose that k s i - j y 1. Then m (t s t (m . Further, t S :i j i iq1 i, jy1 i
 4  4  4.  41, . . . , j y 1 if and only if S : 1, . . . , j y 2 and t 1 s 1 andiq1
 4.  4  .t i s i . Part d follows.iq1
 .Suppose now that k s j - n y 1. Then m (t s m (t . Also t Si j j i, jq1 j j
 4  4: 1, . . . , j y 1 if and only if S : 1, . . . , j y 1 and this in turn holds if
 .  4  4.  4  4.  4and only if t S : 1, . . . , j y 1 . Further t 1 s 1 and t i s i .jq1 j j
 .Part e follows.
 .For the proof of f , it will be useful to observe that it is enough to prove
 .q .   ..y y1 .  4that Q r S s D r (p S when S s l is a singleton. Thusi, iq1 i i iy1
 4  4r m t l j i if t l g 1, . . . , i .  . . .q i , iq1 i i
Q r l s .  .ii , iq1   4  4r m t l j i j 1 otherwise . . .i , iq1 i
 4  4r l , i if l g 1, . . . , i y 1 .
s   4r l q 1, i , 1 otherwise. .
Also,
y y1D r p l .  . .iy1i
 4s D r t l j i y 1 .  . . .i iy1
y1  4 y1  4r m t p l j i if p l g 1, . . . , i y 2 .  . . . i iy1s y1  4  4r m t p l j i j 1 otherwise . . . .i iy1
 4  4r l , i if l g 2, . . . , i y 1
s   4r l , i , 1 otherwise.
 .This completes the proof of f .
Observe that
q  4Q r S s r m t S j i .  .  . . .nin in n
 4since, always, t S : 1, . . . , n y 1 .n
 4s r m S j i . .in
 4 ys r t S j i s r S . .  . .i i
 .This establishes g .
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Finally, if i - j,
y
D r S .  .iy1j
¡  4  4r m t S jm i y 1 if t S : 1, . . . , j y 1 .  . . . .j iy1 j iy1~s¢  4  4r m t S jm iy1 j 1 otherwise .  . . .j iy1 j
 4  4r m (t S j i if S : 1, . . . , j y 2 . .j iy1
s   4  4r m (t S j i j 1 otherwise. . .j iy1
 .  4Note that m (t s m (t and that t S : 1, . . . , j y 1 if and only ifj iy1 i j 1 1
 4  .S : 1, . . . , j y 2 . A proof of h follows by comparing the above with
 .5.5 .
LEMMA 4.4. If k - i then
y y
Q r s Q r . .  .k iy1i , j k , j
Proof. Observe that
y
Q r S .  .ki , j
 4s Q r t S j k .  . .i , j k
¡  4  4r m t S jm k j i .  . . .i j k i j
 4  4if t S j k : 1, . . . , jy1 .k~s
 4  4  4r m t S jm k j i j 1 .  . . .i j k i j¢
otherwise
¡  4  4r m t S j i , k if S : 1, . . . , j y 2 . . .i j k~s¢  4r m t S j 1, i , k otherwise. . . .i j k
Also
y
Q r S .  .iy1k , j
 4s Q r t S j i y 1 .  . .k , j iy1
¡  4  4r m t S jm i y 1 j k .  . . .k j iy1 k j
 4  4if t S j iy1 : 1, . . . , jy1 .iy1~s
 4  4r m t S jm i y 1 j 1, k .  . . .k j iy1 k j¢
otherwise
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¡  4  4r m t S j i , k if S: 1, . . . , j y 2 . . .k j iy1~s¢  4r m t S j 1, i , k otherwise. . . .k j iy1
The lemma now follows from the easily checked fact that m (t sk j iy1
m (t .i j k
 .   .y.LEMMA 4.5. 1 If i F j then D D r s 0;i j
 .   .y.2 if k G j y 1 then D Q r s 0;i j k
 .   .y.3 for all i - j, D Q r s 0.i j 1
Proof. We shall prove the lemma by showing that each of the cubes of
the lemma is either generically degenerate or generically doubled, in the
sense of Subsection 3.3. The results of the lemma can then be deduce from
Lemma 3.1.
 .yWe begin by showing that if i - j, then D r is generically doubled ati j
 4i y 1 and i. We have, for S : 1, . . . , n y 1 ,
y  4  4  4D r S j i s D r t S j t i j j .  .  . .  . .ji i j j
 4s D r t S j i , j .  . .i j
 4  4s r m t S j m i , j j 1, i .  . . .i j i
 4s r m t S j 1, i , j . . .i j
and
y  4  4  4D r S j i y 1 s D r t S j t i y 1 j j .  .  . .  . .ji i j j
 4s D r t S j i y 1, j .  . .i j
 4  4s r m t S j m i y 1, j j 1, i .  . . .i j i
 4s r m t S j 1, i , j . . . .i j
 .yThus D r is generically doubled at i y 1 and i.i j
 .yWe claim that D r is generically degenerate at i y 1. Fori i
y  4  4  4D r S j i y 1 s D r t S j t i y 1 j i .  .  . .  . .ii i i i
 4s D r t S j i y 1, i .  . .i i
 4  4s r m t S j m i y 1, i j 1, i .  . . .i i i
 4s r m t S j 1, i . . .i i
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and
y  4D r S s D r t S j i .  .  .  . .ii i i
 4  4s r m t S j m i j 1, i .  . . .i i i
 4s r m t S j 1, i . . . .i i
 .y  .Thus D r is generically degenerate at i y 1. Claim a of the lemmai i
now follows from Lemma 3.1.
 .yWe claim that if k ) j, then Q r is generically doubled at j y 1, j.i j k
For
y  4  4  4Q r S j j y 1 s Q r t S j t j y 1 j k .  .  . .  . .ki j i j k k
 4s Q r t S j j y 1, k .  . .i j k
 4  4s r m t S j m j y 1, k j 1, i .  . . .i j k i j
 4s r m t S j 1, i , j, k . . .i j k
and
y  4  4  4Q r S j j s Q r t S j t j j k .  .  . .  . .ki j i j k k
 4s Q r t S j j, k .  . .i j k
 4  4s r m t S j m j, k j 1, i .  . . .i j k i j
 4s r m t S j 1, i , j, k . . . .i j k
 .yThus if k ) j, then Q r is generically doubled at j y 1, j.i j k
 .yWe claim that Q r is generically degenerate at 1. Fori j j
y  4  4  4Q r S j 1 s Q r t S j t 1 j j .  .  . .  . .ji j i j j j
 4s Q r t S j 1, j .  . .i j j
 4  4s r m t S j m 1, j j 1, i .  . . .i j j i j
 4s r m t S j 1, i , j . . .i j j
and
y  4Q r S s Q r t S j j .  .  .  . .ji j i j j
 4  4s r m t S j m j j 1, i .  . . .i j j i j
 4s r m t S j 1, i , j . . . .i j j
 .yThus Q r is generically degenerate at 1.i j j
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 .yWe claim that Q r is generically doubled at 1, j y 1. Fori j jy1
y  4  4  4Q r S j 1 s Q r t S j t 1 j j y 1 .  .  . .  . .jy1i j i j jy1 jy1
 4s Q r t S j 1, j y 1 .  . .i j jy1
 4  4s r m t S j m 1, j y 1 j 1, i .  . . .i j jy1 i j
 4s r m t S j 1, i , j . . .i j jy1
and
y  4Q r S j j y 1 .  .jy1i j
 4  4s Q r t S j t j y 1 j j y 1 .  .  . .i j jy1 jy1
 4s Q r t S j j y 1, j .  . .i j jy1
 4  4s r m t S j m j y 1, j j 1, i .  . . .i j jy1 i j
 4s r m t S j 1, i , j . . . .i j jy1
 .yThus Q r is generically doubled at 1, j y 1. Applying Lemma 3.1i j jy1
 .now completes the proof of part b .
 .yWe now claim that Q r is generically doubled at j y 2, j y 1. For,i j 1
y  4  4  4Q r S j j y 2 s Q r t S j t j y 2 j 1 .  .  . .  . .1i j i j 1 1
 4s Q r t S j 1, j y 1 .  . .i j 1
 4  4s r m t S j m 1, j y 1 j 1, i .  . . .i j 1 i j
 4s r m t S j 1, i , j . . .i j 1
and
y  4  4  4Q r S j j y 1 s Q r t S j t j y 1 j 1 .  .  . .  . .1i j i j 1 1
 4s Q r t S j 1, j .  . .i j 1
 4  4s r m t S j m 1, j j 1, i .  . . .i j 1 i j
 4s r m t S j 1, i , j . . . .i j 1
 .This completes the proof of part c and with it the proof of Lemma 4.5.
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6. REMARKS
It seems difficult to make accurate estimates of the complexity of the
algorithm. The number of critical n-tuples, and hence the number of
critical n-stars must grow polynomially with n. On the other hand, the
number of faces of an n-cube is exponential in n and it seems possible
that this yields an algorithm which is exponential in n. The complexity is
further masked by the fact that many cubes will, in practice, be ignored
because they are known to be ``trivial'' and others will lead to larger than
expected complexity because of their degeneracy.
The algorithm is a general one which works with any finite rewriting
system. It is not therefore comparable in efficiency with special purpose
algorithms designed for particular classes of groups. For example, algo-
rithms which exploit the special nature of finite groups or torsion-free
nilpotent groups are likely to be much more efficient than this one with
their chosen groups.
The algorithm has been implemented on a number of platforms. It is
currently available in the MAGNUS group theory system available from
http:rrzebra.sci.ccny.cuny.edurwebrhtmlraboutmagnus.html. Below we
give some times for typical computations on a DEC Alphastation 250
4r266. It seems that, in most cases, the computations are efficient up to
about dimensions 4 or 5. Unless the group in question is particularly
simple, computations in dimensions above 5 seem impractical. The algo-
rithm is defined for monoids and efficiency can sometimes be substantially
improved by replacing the group G by a submonoid M satisfying G s
M) My1. This has been done for some of the examples below.
Description Dimensions Time in seconds
Free abelian rank 6 2]5 57
Dihedral of order 12 2]4 5
Dihedral of order 12 5 1130
Symmetric on 4 letters 2]4 17
Symmetric on 5 letters 2]3 1
Symmetric on 5 letters 2]4 735
x 2 x 2 :x, a, b : ab s ba, a s a , b s b 2]4 12
x 3 y 5 :x, y, a : xy s yx, a s a , a s a 2]4 5
x x y1 :x, a, b : ab s ba, a s b, b s a b 2]4 14
Central product of two discrete Heisenberg groups 2]4 1
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